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The organization A.C.T.O.R. (Asociatia 
Culturala pentru Teatru si Origami din 
Romania) develops every year in occasion of 
Saptamana Scoala Altfel,  special activities 
for children in some schools in Bucharest. 
EVS (European Volunteering Service) 
volunteers hosted in A.C.T.O.R. design 
these special activities through meetings, 
and discussions. Finally they adapted some 
sports and games coming from their 
childhood for children for Primary Schools, 
Kindergartens and Special Schools in 
Bucharest within the Aici-Acolo Program 
to create Jocurile Olimpice pentru copiii 
(Olympics Games for children) which name 
is din Aici pânã Acolo. In the following pages 
is possible to find the games description 
implemented by the EVS volunteers in the 
role of facilitators. The will of this Handbook 
is to be an inspiration for next volunteers 
and teachers involvd in the program or 
whoever could make a good use of them.

This Handbook is a result of 
the activities implemented 
by A.C.T.O.R. volunteers 
team of Here There 16, an 
Eurepean Voolunteering 
Service project financed by  
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Description:

I. Divide children in two teams, standing in a 
row, all looking forward.

II. The last child of each team sees a 
picture which the team leader show them.

III. They need to transmit this picture 
through drawing on the back of the in front 
person, the following child has to do the 
same and so on.

IV. The first child of each line will draw what 
he understood on the paper in front of him/
her.

V. The team who guesses the right picture 
wins.

Drawing Game   

Aim: drawing the right picture 
Facilitators: 2/3
Age: +7 
Material: papers with drawings already 
prepared, papers and pens

� indoor � outdoor



Description:

I. Divide children in two teams, standing 
in line, one next to the other.

II. The team leader whisper in the ear of 
the first child of each line a word.

III. Each following child needs, by turn, to 
whisper in the ear of the next standing child 
the word he/she heard, repeating the word 
just one time.

IV. The team who guesses the word wins.

Broken Telephone 

Aim: guessing the right word
Facilitators: 2/3
Age: +5 
Material: _

� indoor � outdoor



Description:

I. Making a circle with all children by holding 
the hands.
 
II. Children need to pass between them a 
hula hoop without leave their hands, so they 
are forced to pass with all the body in the 
hula hoop.

Pass the Hoop 

Aim: passing the hula hoop without breaking 
the circle by leaving the hands of your mates
Facilitators: 1
Age: +5 
Material: 1 hula hoop

� indoor � outdoor



Description:

I. Divide players in two teams, one in front 
of each other.

II. There will be a "jail" behind of each team.

III. The team which has the ball should try to 
hit players of the other team with the ball.

IV. If a player is touched by the ball he/she 
will go to "jail", and from there he/she will 
have the opportunity to hit the other team 
players with the ball.

V. If someone try to hit the player with the 
ball but he/she catches it (without make it 
falls) he/she will not go to "jail".

VI. The team who puts all the players in "jail" 
wins.

Prisoner Ball 

Aim: sending all the players of the other 
team in "jail"
Facilitators: 2
Age: +6 
Material: 1 ball

� outdoor



Tic-Tac-Toe 

Aim: putting in line (horizontally, vertically, 
diagonally) 3 t-shirt of the same color before 
the other team would do the same
Facilitators: 1
Age: +6 
Material: 9 hula hoops, 6 t-shirts (3 of one 
color, and 3 of another one)

Description:

I. Divide children in two teams, each team 
has a specific t-shirt color.

II. Made up the grid 3x3 with hula hoops.

III. In turns, children of each team should do 
their move running.

IV. The team who succeeds to have a line of 
three t-shirts of the same color first wins.

� outdoor



The Star 

Aim: ringing the bell before the other team
Facilitators: 2/3
Age: +7 
Material: 4 bells

Description:

I. Divide children in four teams (if there 
is a small number of children you can play 
also with just two teams, considering that 
each team has to have the same number of 
children and at least 4 children per team), 
and place them in lines creating a circle.
 
II. Put in front of each team a bell. Children 
must stand with open legs.
 
III. When the facilitator will say a number, 
each child of each team who corresponds 
to that number must run along the circle 
coming back to his line, passing trough the 
legs of the team mates and ring the bell.
 
IV. The team who rings the bell first wins.
 
� It is possible to play this game in rounds. 
For each round the winning team gets a 
point. The team with more points wins.� outdoor



Tug of War 

Aim: pulling the string until one team 
manages all the other players to put down it
Facilitators: 2
Age: +7 
Material: 1 long rope

Description:

I. Divide children in two teams, and put 
them in two lines, one line in front of the 
other.
 
II. They have to take the long rope, and pull 
all together by their side until they manage 
the players of the other team to drop it.
 
� It is possible to play this game in rounds 
and for each round the winning team gets a 
point, so the team with more points wins.

� outdoor



Description:

I. Divide children in two teams. 
 
II. Make them to imagine a river in front of 
them, draw with a chalk the start and the 
end of this river.
 
III. Children need to cross the river just 
walking on the paper sheets.
 
IV. If someone "falls in the river" needs to 
start again from the beginning.
 
V. The team who ends to cross the river as 
first wins.

Cross the River 

Aim: to do not fall in the river
Facilitators: 2
Age: +7 
Material: paper sheets, chalks

� outdoor



Stole the Tail 

Aim: getting tails as many as you can
Facilitators: 2
Age: +8 
Material: shirts or napkins of two different 
colors (as many as the team members are)

Description:

I. Divide children in two teams.
 
II. Put on the back of the children the 
shirts or the napkins, inside of the pants, 
choosing two different colors for each 
team.
 
III. Children need to run and try to still the 
shirts or the napkins of the opponent team.
 
IV. The team who gets more "tails" from the 
opponent team wins. 

� outdoor



   �� Fast
 Reaction  
    Games 



Tower Game 

Aim: building the highest tower
Facilitators: 2
Age: +4 
Material: dices (as many as teams are), 
many lego stones

Description:

I. Divide children in two or more teams and 
team gets a dice and throw it to see which 
number they get.
 
III. In the middle there will be some lego 
stones, which children need to take running. 
Children need to take as many pieces of lego 
stones as the number they get from the 
dice.
 
IV. They will repeat this until the lego stones 
are finished and the team with the highest 
tower wins.

� outdoor



Description:

I. Divide children in two teams and place 
them in two parallel lines.
 
II. Assigns for each team numbers from 1 
till will finish the number of children in each 
team, so that each participant will have an 
opponent with his/her same number who 
can play with.
 
III. The facilitator should be in front of the 
lines and choose players to call by calling a 
number.
 
IV. Children who have that number need to 
run to catch first the napkin and the team 
who first take the napkin wins a point. 
 
VI. The game goes on by winning points and 
the team with more point wins.

Capture the Flag 

Aim: get the napkin before the opponent
Facilitators: 1
Age: +7 
Material: 1 napkin

� indoor � outdoor



Description:

I. Divide children in two teams: hunters and 
animals.
 
II. Hunters need to stay inside of an hula 
hoop with a ball. They are not allowed to 
go out of the ring, they can do it only when 
they need to get the ball.
 
III. Animals should run and escape from the 
ball which the hunters are throwing. If they 
are hit by the ball, they need to go out of 
the game.
 
IV. After some time the characters change: 
hunters become animals and animals become 
hunters.
 
V. The team who catches more animals wins.

Hunters & Animals 

Aim: catching as many animals as you can
Facilitators: 2
Age: +8
Material: 1 ball and 1 hula hoop

� outdoor



Chinese Football 

Aim: do not allow the ball to pass between 
your legs
Facilitators: 1
Age: +5 
Material: 1 ball

Description:

I. Put children in circle standing with the 
open legs.
 
II. They need to pass a ball between them 
inside of the circle trying to throw the ball 
between the legs of the other players.
 
III. If the ball passes between the legs of a 
player, that player goes out from the circle. 
 
IV. Who succeeds to defend the ball until 
the end wins.

� outdoor



 Skill ���
    Games 



Potato Sack Race 

Aim: arriving before the other teams
Facilitators: 2
Age: +6
Material: as many potato sacks as much is 
the number of teams and 1 tape

� outdoor

Description:

I. With the tape mark the beginning and the 
end of the course.
 
II. Divide children in teams (as many as you 
want according to the number of children).
 
III. Each two children have to take a potato 
sack and run inside of it until the tape and 
backward.

IV. The team who arrives first wins.



Dizzy Race 

Aim: all players of the team must run in 
order to finish before the opponents
Facilitators: 2
Age: +7
Material: cones

� outdoor

Description:

I. Divide children in two (or more) teams and 
in two (or more) lines with a cone in front of 
them.
 
II. They must run until the cone; one by 
one, and spin around it as much times as you 
specify before to start the game.
 
III. Then they come backward (dizzy) to the 
line and the next child starts to run. All team 
players have to do the same.
 
IV. The team who finishes first wins.



Description:

I. Divide children in two teams, standing in a row.
 
II. Children need to pass a ball from the last 
child to the first one of the line in the fastest 
way.
 
III. When the ball arrives to the first child 
of the line, he/she needs to throw the ball 
towards the ninepins in front of them.
 
IV. After the first child passes in the end of 
the line becoming the last one, and the game 
will be repeated again until all the ninepins have 
fallen.
 
V. The team who makes all ninepins fall first wins.

Footbowling 

Aim: to fall the pins by kicking a ball 
Facilitators: 1
Age: +7
Material: 2 balls, 12 pins (6 per team) 

� outdoor



Blind Eater 

Aim: do not get dirty
Facilitators: 2
Age: +6
Material: food (chocolate, ice-cream, jam…), 
spoons, blindfold

Description:

I. Make groups of two children.
 
II. One of each group needs to be blindfold 
and try to feed his partner who can’t move.
 
III. The end the couple of children who is less 
dirty wins. 

� indoor � outdoor



Bursting Race 

Aim: ending before the other teams
Facilitators: 2
Age: +6
Material: balloons with water inside

� outdoor

Description:

I. Divide children in groups of two and decide 
the distance of the course.

II. Every group of children needs to hold 
the ball full of water with a part of the body 
which the facilitator decides (it can be the 
back, the nose, the mouth, etc)
 
III. The group of children who arrives 
faster till the end of the course and without 
breaking the balloon wins. 



Description:

I. Divide children in groups of two. 

II. One child for each couple of children needs 
to keep the other from the legs, so that the 
other child is forced to walk on his/her hands.

III. The couple who arrives as first to the end 
of the course and come back to the start 
point wins.

Chariots Race 

Aim: ending before the other couples 
Facilitators: 2
Age: +8
Material: /

� indoor � outdoor



3 Legs Race 

Aim: arriving first to the end 
Facilitators: 2
Age: +6
Material: bands, tape or string

� outdoor

Description:

I. Divide children in groups of two.
 
II. Tie the right ankle of a child with the left 
ankle of the other one.
 
III. When the team leader order the “start”, 
children need to run linked among them.
 
IV. The Group who arrive as first to the finish 
point wins.



Bucharest, Romania   
July 2017
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This Handbook reflect only the point of 
view of the author and the European 
Commission is not responsible for 
any use of the information contained 
therein.


